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Dear Member of the European Parliament,

As a polish citizen I kindly ask you to judge about the situation in
Poland in a planned European Parliament debate basing on facts and not
on opinions, which may appear as facts and which could be expressed by
people, which may appear as trustworthy. To make it possible let me
point your attention to the following:
1. The main private TV media (TVN) was created and is still owned
by people responsible for anti-polish communist propaganda during the
Martial Law, which was called to destroy the Solidarity movement in
80-ties (Mr. Mariusz Walter and Mr. Jan Wejchert ) or their children.
Communist media traditionally call polish people fascists repeating
absurd judgments of Russian occupator, which invaded Poland at
the end of the WW II. A lot of polish patriots fighting in the
underground against Hitler was killed after calling them fascists,
because Stalin declared his invasion in Poland and conquering it as a
fight against fascism. Courts in Poland still prevent to fully uncover
their graves, as the places were ofter unknown to their families.
2. The main newspaper Gazeta Wyborcza is governed by Mr Adam Michnik,
whose brother was a stalinist judge, who issued many death sentences
against polish patriots in 40-ies and 50-ties. Mr. Adam Michniks'
father was a communist agent sentenced on propaganda before WW II. Mr.
Adam Michnik calling himself a Solidarity supporter always protected
the creators of Martial Law 1980 Mr. Jaruzelski and his colleagues.
Gazeta Wyborcza is still calling polish people fascists, so that
even disorientated leftist activists invited from Berlin assaulted in
the streets of Warsaw actors in historical show remembering gaining of
independence of Poland in 1918. They where sure they fight again
fascism in Poland ! Yet there has never been a fascist movement in
Poland.

3. During the former government of Mr. Tusk the majority of
journalists where thrown away from the state television and radio
which resulted in a situations that the "polish" state media even did
not mansion in their news a many hundred thousand demonstration which
took place in the streets our our capital at the same time remembering
Poland gaining independence in 1918 just because these marches were
organized not by the communists.
4. Important daily press Fact.pl and newsweek.pl are divisions of
german gutter press the Bild-Zeitung and their journalists (Mr. Tomasz
Lis) cry in the streets on Warsaw calling to resistance against polish
government. The vast majority of color press in Poland is owned by
Germans, which try to suggest that not Germans, but rather so called
"fascists" are responsible for mass killing of Judges during the WW II
and among fascists were polish people fighting against Hitler in the
underground as well !
5. No proper legal settlement of communists in Poland ever took place,
"polish" courts did not succeed to sentence people responsible for
Martial Law, which crashed the Solidarity movement in 1980-s and
the Constitutional Tribunal stopped the law issued by the parliament
which obliged all people engaged by the state to openly declare if
they where disloyal to polish society working for soviet occupant
secret service or no.
6. "Polish" courts prevented also publishing of the rest of files of
"polish" secret service, which worked with soviet occupator together
and whose' people are still in loyalty to the soviet occupator. The so
called reserved collection of many thousands of files , which refers
people still occupying main positions in "polish" state is still
secrecy. The majority of about 90 % of files of "polish" secret
service where destroyed in early 90-ties and flashcards of them made
before the destruction has been transferred by "polish" general Buła
to Moscow.
7. The "polish" Constitutional Tribunal rejected to judge about
important issues among them the question of restitution of property
stolen by communists. Still thousands of real estate properties in
Warsaw, which obey to the stalinist so called Bierut Decree cannot be
returned to their owners. A warsaw administration led by Mrs. Hanna
Gronkiewicz-Walts - a vice in the PO party ruling over Poland during
last eight years is simply ignoring hundreds of final judgments
made by the Administration Courts. Nevertheless judges of these courts
openly declare in the sentence explanation justifying mild judgments:
"there'll possibly be better in the next years, when the warsaw
administration has more money" exposing thus their degenerated
understanding of law and of private property.
8. In the former Parliament the strong fraction was still build by

the members of PZPR (a former communist party) which ruled over Poland
with soviet support from 1944 to 1989 yet the membership to this party
could hardly be found in their official biographies or presentations
before elections and is still not publicly know unlike the NSDAP
membership of election candidates in Germany. The polish courts
prevented also generally the publication of names of people sentenced
in criminal cases arguing this could violence their human rights.
9. Against the opinion of over 50 professors, specialists in the
subject they refer the former Prime Minister Mr. Donald Tusk supported
the explanation of the airplane crash, in which nearly hundred
important people of political life among them the President of polish
state were killed, as an accident caused by an inexperienced pilot,
who could not fly properly and hit the birch-tree. The commission
called by Mr.Tusk published such statement, which it calls a report
without the black-boxes, without an airplane wrack, without the
recording of air traffic control tower and without over 50 other
crucial documents, which Russia rejected to provide. Immediately after
the crash Mr. Tusk agreed about the cooperation with Mr. Putin about
the proper investigation for which Mr. Putin made himself personally
co-responsible. Mr.Tusk rejected also any proposed US-help which could
provide satellite photos of a crash and 2014 he was given with german
help an office of a President of the European Council and thus left
Poland.
10. Not only is Mr. Macierewicz, who organized important resistance
against communist occupation in early 70-ties and 2005 resolved as a
minister the military secret service supported by Russia, but also the
former Prime Minister and party leader Mr. Kaczyński, Mr. Mariusz
Kamiński, who led the state special agency investigating high-level
corruptions CBA, thrown away from this office by Mr.Tusk, which no
court in Poland found itself competent to judge that is was unlawful
and also many other supporters of reforms in Poland are accused of
being fascists, racists, religious fanatics and generally crazy people
spreading hatred. The transfer of power to them even if decided in
election is called highly anti-democratic simply because these people
are defined by main media as ant-democrats.

Dear Member of the European Parliament,
in accordance with the beginning of this letter I kindly ask you not
to rely on my presentation given above. I might be wrong in details,
which could be not details for others. I urge you to verify at least
one of these points with your own means.

best regards

